
Own a bike light Have some local trails
where night riding allowed

44% 71%

Have you ever used a lift 
or shuttled a ride?

Why do we mountain bike?

NO

Do you Strava?

YES NO (63%)

Trail

All Mountain
XC

Enduro
Downhill
Freeride

43%

29%21%

Types of mountain bikers

Fewer mountain bikers identify themselves 
as XC riders than ever before, down from 
37% in our fall 2013 survey.

Advocacy group member?
Yes

Yes

No

No

No

(62%)

Social club member?

Race team member?

(55%)

(91%)

$79.53
Mountain bikers report giving, on average, 
$79.53 to trail building & advocacy per year. 
However, 44% reported giving $0. The 
median donation was $20 per year. 

Top 4 reasons for NOT belonging to a club
1. I’m too busy.
2. I don’t know anyone who is involved.
3. Not sure if any area clubs exist.
4. I don’t see a need to get involved. 0

54% of mountain bikers
reported volunteering 0
hours at their local trails. 

A minority of “super volun-
teers” pick up the slack to
up the average to 13.5 hrs.
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Trail Preferences

Flow Trails

Hand-built

Machine-cut

Among mountain bikers with a preference,
87% prefer hand-built trails over machine- 
cut trails. Still, the majority of mountain
bikers (65%) have no preference between
machine-cut and hand-built trails.

Prefer hand-built Prefer machine-cut

Male. Expert, Advanced.
Age 44+.

Female. Beginner, Intermediate.
Ages 0-18 and 55+.

Southwest, Midwest, Europe
S. America, Eastern Canada

Rocky Mountains, Southeast

Niner, Surly, Fuji, KHS Novara, Rocky Mountain, 
Cannondale

Riders who prefer hand-built trails are disproportionately male and older than 44. Riders in the
Rockies and Southeast disproportionately prefer machine-cut trails. Note: this does not imply the 
majority of riders in any of these demographic groups prefer one trail type over another.

Never RegularlySometimes

31% 59%

When do you ride wet trails?
Excuse for riding wet trails: I don’t think I’ll cause too much damage#1

Riding wet trails more common in the Northwest and United Kingdom.
Midwestern riders tend to do the best job avoiding wet trails.

Advanced and expert riders are more likely to ride wet trails.
Beginner and intermediate riders are less likely to do so.

Who should mountain bikers yield to on the trail?

37%
63%

Downhill riders

Uphill riders

Equestrians

Hikers

Trail runners

Skiers (XC)

Skiers (Alpine)

Moto riders

27%

21%

20%

13%

10%

7%

18%

Illegal Mountain Bike Trails

18% of mountain bikers report riding an illegal trail from time to time.
These are the reasons they give (by percentage):

15% of mountain bikers report building illegal trails.
These are the reasons they give (by percentage):
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Not enough official trails nearby

Illegal trails more fun

Illegal trails more convenient

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Few or no existing trails in my area

I enjoy trail building

Don’t want to take time to go through official channels

Official trails don’t include the features I like

15%

Mountain bikers in the Northwestern and Southwestern US are 
more likely to ride illegal trails regularly

Mountain bikers in the Northeastern and Southeastern US are
more likely to build unauthorized trails.

How are riders finding illegal trails?

1. Through word of mouth (48%)
2. By accidental discovery (34%)
3. Internet / online search  (7%)

85% of riders say riding a hiking-only trail is worse
than riding an unofficial trail

6
The average mountain biker spends 6 hours a week riding. 87% of that time is spent riding locally.

Survey data based on 1,751 responses gathered 
July 6-28, 2014 via various Singletracks.com 
social media and online channels.
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Trail Etiquette
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Mountain bikers have been incorporating the idea of "flow" into trail design since the beginning. In 2008, Hans Rey 
popularized the concept of Flow Country Trails, "flowy, purpose-built singletrails for mountain bikers of any skill level or for 
any kind of mountain bike." The first official Flow Country Trail was opened in Livigno, Italy in 2010 based loosely on trail 
design concepts developed in the UK by Dafydd Davis in the 1990s.“
Flow Trails take mountain bikers on a terrain-induced 
roller coaster experience, with little pedaling and 
braking necessary. This style of trail typically contains 
features like banked turns, rolling terrain, various types 
of jumps, and consistent and predictable surfaces.
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1: https://www.imba.com/model-trails/flow-trails
2: Sources: IMBA and HansRey.com.

Flow trails, advocacy, and etitquette
�e Trails We Love


